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RAHUL SHARMA
Gender Male
Date of Birth 08-03-1994
Day of Birth Tuesday
Time of Birth 07:20
City Delhi, India
Lat , Long 28.6273928 , 77.1716954

 
Avakhada Chakra
Lagn/Asc Pisces
Lagn/Asc Lord Jupiter
Rashi Capricorn
Rashi Lord Saturn
Tithi Dashmi, Krishna
Nakshatra Uttarasada
Nakshatra Lord Sun
Nakshatra Charan 3
Nakshatra Diety Vishwadeva
Yoga Variyana
Karan Balava
 
Varna Vaishya
Yoni Nakul
Gana Manush
Naadi Antya (Kapha)
Vashya Chatushpada
Varga Sinha
Janm Naamakshar Ja

Ghat Chakra
Ghat Month Vaishakh
Ghat Tithi 4-9-14
Ghat Day Tuesday
Ghat Nakshatr Rohini
Ghat Yoga Vaidhriti
Ghat Karana Shakuni
Ghat Prahar 4
Ghat Varga Mushak
Ghat Lagn(As) Aquarius
Ghat Surya Aquarius
Ghat Chandra Leo
Ghat Mangal Pisces
Ghat Budh Sagittarius
Ghat Guru Aries
Ghat Shukra Taurus
Ghat Shani Capricorn
Ghat Rahu Gemini
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RAHUL SHARMA
S. No. Planet Name Rashi Degrees Nakshatra Nak Lord Nak Pad
  Asc/Lagn Pisces 12 s 06 ° 31 ' 17 '' Uttarbadrapad Saturn 1
1 Sun Aquarius 11 s 23 ° 29 ' 10 '' Purvabadrapad Jupiter 2
2 Moon Capricorn 10 s 04 ° 55 ' 14 '' Uttarasada Sun 3
3 Mars Aquarius 11 s 06 ° 48 ' 43 '' C Shatbhisha Rahu 1
4 Mercury Capricorn 10 s 29 ° 00 ' 13 '' Dhanishtha Mars 2
5 Jupiter Libra 07 s 19 ° 55 ' 29 '' R Swati Rahu 4
6 Venus Pisces 12 s 05 ° 34 ' 40 '' Uttarbadrapad Saturn 1
7 Saturn Aquarius 11 s 10 ° 44 ' 17 '' C Shatbhisha Rahu 2
8 Rahu Scorpio 08 s 03 ° 48 ' 50 '' R Anuradha Saturn 1
9 Ketu Taurus 02 s 03 ° 48 ' 50 '' R Krittika Sun 3

House Begin Mid End
1 11 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 '' 12 s 06 ° 31 ' 17 '' 12 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 ''
2 12 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 '' 01 s 06 ° 29 ' 10 '' 01 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 ''
3 01 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 '' 02 s 06 ° 27 ' 03 '' 02 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 ''
4 02 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 '' 03 s 06 ° 24 ' 55 '' 03 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 ''
5 03 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 '' 04 s 06 ° 27 ' 03 '' 04 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 ''
6 04 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 '' 05 s 06 ° 29 ' 10 '' 05 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 ''
7 05 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 '' 06 s 06 ° 31 ' 17 '' 06 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 ''
8 06 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 '' 07 s 06 ° 29 ' 10 '' 07 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 ''
9 07 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 '' 08 s 06 ° 27 ' 03 '' 08 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 ''
10 08 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 '' 09 s 06 ° 24 ' 55 '' 09 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 ''
11 09 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 '' 10 s 06 ° 27 ' 03 '' 10 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 ''
12 10 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 '' 11 s 06 ° 29 ' 10 '' 11 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 ''

Lagna Chart Navamsha Chart [D-9]
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RAHUL SHARMA
Vinshottari Antar Dashas

Sun 20-06-1990 00:28 20-06-1996 00:28
Sun → Sun 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Moon 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Mars 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Rahu 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Jupiter 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Saturn 25-04-1993 23:00 07-04-1994 22:31
Sun → Mercury 07-04-1994 22:31 12-02-1995 09:27
Sun → Ketu 12-02-1995 09:27 20-06-1995 05:29
Sun → Venus 20-06-1995 05:29 20-06-1996 00:28

Moon 20-06-1996 00:28 20-06-2006 00:28
Moon → Moon 20-06-1996 00:28 20-04-1997 09:18
Moon → Mars 20-04-1997 09:18 19-11-1997 10:41
Moon → Rahu 19-11-1997 10:41 21-05-1999 07:24
Moon → Jupiter 21-05-1999 07:24 19-09-2000 07:08
Moon → Saturn 19-09-2000 07:08 20-04-2002 14:20
Moon → Mercury 20-04-2002 14:20 20-09-2003 00:34
Moon → Ketu 20-09-2003 00:34 20-04-2004 01:57
Moon → Venus 20-04-2004 01:57 19-12-2005 19:38
Moon → Sun 19-12-2005 19:38 20-06-2006 00:28

Mars 20-06-2006 00:28 19-06-2013 00:28
Mars → Mars 20-06-2006 00:28 16-11-2006 03:50
Mars → Rahu 16-11-2006 03:50 04-12-2007 15:56
Mars → Jupiter 04-12-2007 15:56 09-11-2008 13:21
Mars → Saturn 09-11-2008 13:21 19-12-2009 08:47
Mars → Mercury 19-12-2009 08:47 16-12-2010 13:32
Mars → Ketu 16-12-2010 13:32 14-05-2011 16:54
Mars → Venus 14-05-2011 16:54 13-07-2012 19:40
Mars → Sun 13-07-2012 19:40 18-11-2012 15:42
Mars → Moon 18-11-2012 15:42 19-06-2013 00:28

Rahu 19-06-2013 00:28 19-06-2031 00:28
Rahu → Rahu 19-06-2013 00:28 01-03-2016 04:09
Rahu → Jupiter 01-03-2016 04:09 25-07-2018 18:05
Rahu → Saturn 25-07-2018 18:05 31-05-2021 16:38
Rahu → Mercury 31-05-2021 16:38 19-12-2023 01:27
Rahu → Ketu 19-12-2023 01:27 05-01-2025 13:33
Rahu → Venus 05-01-2025 13:33 06-01-2028 06:59
Rahu → Sun 06-01-2028 06:59 30-11-2028 00:12
Rahu → Moon 30-11-2028 00:12 31-05-2030 20:55
Rahu → Mars 31-05-2030 20:55 19-06-2031 00:28

Jupiter 19-06-2031 00:28 18-06-2047 00:28
Jupiter → Jupiter 19-06-2031 00:28 06-08-2033 04:51
Jupiter → Saturn 06-08-2033 04:51 17-02-2036 11:34
Jupiter → Mercury 17-02-2036 11:34 25-05-2038 08:44
Jupiter → Ketu 25-05-2038 08:44 01-05-2039 06:09
Jupiter → Venus 01-05-2039 06:09 30-12-2041 05:38
Jupiter → Sun 30-12-2041 05:38 18-10-2042 10:17
Jupiter → Moon 18-10-2042 10:17 17-02-2044 10:01
Jupiter → Mars 17-02-2044 10:01 23-01-2045 07:26
Jupiter → Rahu 23-01-2045 07:26 18-06-2047 00:28

Saturn 18-06-2047 00:28 17-06-2066 00:28
Saturn → Saturn 18-06-2047 00:28 20-06-2050 18:57
Saturn → Mercury 20-06-2050 18:57 27-02-2053 21:35
Saturn → Ketu 27-02-2053 21:35 08-04-2054 17:01
Saturn → Venus 08-04-2054 17:01 08-06-2057 07:25
Saturn → Sun 08-06-2057 07:25 21-05-2058 06:56
Saturn → Moon 21-05-2058 06:56 20-12-2059 14:08
Saturn → Mars 20-12-2059 14:08 28-01-2061 09:34
Saturn → Rahu 28-01-2061 09:34 05-12-2063 08:07
Saturn → Jupiter 05-12-2063 08:07 17-06-2066 00:28

Mercury 17-06-2066 00:28 17-06-2083 00:28
Mercury → Mercury 17-06-2066 00:28 12-11-2068 15:27
Mercury → Ketu 12-11-2068 15:27 09-11-2069 20:12
Mercury → Venus 09-11-2069 20:12 09-09-2072 16:40
Mercury → Sun 09-09-2072 16:40 17-07-2073 03:36
Mercury → Moon 17-07-2073 03:36 16-12-2074 13:50
Mercury → Mars 16-12-2074 13:50 13-12-2075 18:35
Mercury → Rahu 13-12-2075 18:35 02-07-2078 03:24
Mercury → Jupiter 02-07-2078 03:24 07-10-2080 00:34
Mercury → Saturn 07-10-2080 00:34 17-06-2083 00:28

Ketu 17-06-2083 00:28 16-06-2090 00:28
Ketu → Ketu 17-06-2083 00:28 13-11-2083 03:50
Ketu → Venus 13-11-2083 03:50 12-01-2085 06:36
Ketu → Sun 12-01-2085 06:36 20-05-2085 02:38
Ketu → Moon 20-05-2085 02:38 19-12-2085 04:01
Ketu → Mars 19-12-2085 04:01 17-05-2086 07:23
Ketu → Rahu 17-05-2086 07:23 04-06-2087 19:29
Ketu → Jupiter 04-06-2087 19:29 10-05-2088 16:54
Ketu → Saturn 10-05-2088 16:54 19-06-2089 12:20
Ketu → Mercury 19-06-2089 12:20 16-06-2090 00:28

Venus 16-06-2090 00:28 16-06-2110 00:28
Venus → Venus 16-06-2090 00:28 15-10-2093 11:50
Venus → Sun 15-10-2093 11:50 15-10-2094 17:38
Venus → Moon 15-10-2094 17:38 15-06-2096 11:19
Venus → Mars 15-06-2096 11:19 15-08-2097 14:05
Venus → Rahu 15-08-2097 14:05 16-08-2100 07:31
Venus → Jupiter 16-08-2100 07:31 17-04-2103 07:00
Venus → Saturn 17-04-2103 07:00 16-06-2106 21:24
Venus → Mercury 16-06-2106 21:24 16-04-2109 17:52
Venus → Ketu 16-04-2109 17:52 16-06-2110 00:28

Sun 16-06-2110 00:28 15-06-2116 00:28
Sun → Sun 16-06-2110 00:28 03-10-2110 14:12
Sun → Moon 03-10-2110 14:12 04-04-2111 05:06
Sun → Mars 04-04-2111 05:06 10-08-2111 01:08
Sun → Rahu 10-08-2111 01:08 03-07-2112 18:21
Sun → Jupiter 03-07-2112 18:21 21-04-2113 23:00
Sun → Saturn 21-04-2113 23:00 03-04-2114 22:31
Sun → Mercury 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Ketu 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Venus 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
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RAHUL SHARMA
Your Nature [Lagn Fala]

You are an PISCES  Ascendant Person.
 You are born in Pisces horoscope and that is why your weight will be ordinary and eyes will be big. There is a 

sense of gentleness present on your face. On your face there is an existing emotion of despair. Your hands will be flat. 
The lower height of the thumb will be fleshy and will be properly developed. The moon on the pinky (little finger) is also 
developed which is a sign of sensitivity and imaginational power. You are attractive and beautiful by looks. You are hard 
working, love serving guests; you are quick and clever in conversation and intelligent in studying. Palms will be fleshy, 
fingers are normally thick and hands will be soft. You are patient, satisfied, believer, loyal and also full of passion and 
materialistic. You want to unravel the secrets and you have a desire of being famous. You want to be with eager, sensitive 
and active people with Jupiter (Brihaspati) having a good position in your horoscope.

 You will have sudden profits. You want to live a luxurious and powerful life and you will live it. You will be 
satisfied with house, wife, kids, vehicles etc. You will be sad in your youth but happy in elder age. You want to be famous, 
attractive, friendly and an extrovert. You help other people who are in trouble. You want that people understand you. You 
don't like argument at the time of suggestion. Your mysterious life is full of signals and symbols. You don’t nourish any 
bad intentions even if you are a sensual person. You laugh even in the situation of trouble. You openly express your 
thoughts and also respect the thoughts of others. Your knowledge is self-gained. Your mind quickly goes to travel 
description and history. You don't want to live under someone and as a dependent and that is why you are worried for you 
future. Saving for future might make you look like a miser and will always seen a worried person. You can make good 
plans but lack of excitement doesn't let you implement it. You have a habit of staying calm, serious and moony. 
Sometimes you think that the whole world is your enemy. You are philanthropic and apologetic. You like to provide 
comfort to others rather than you own family. You don't give up your patience in tragedy. Normally you make Ivory 
Towers so you do different work at the same time and you start them together.

 If you do only one work by deep thinking and understanding you might be successful. You always lose by 
listening to your friends but still you stay dependent on them. You should not take advice from anyone and should only 
listen to your special friends. If you do a work that has been chosen by you, you can become very successful at it. You 
easily become discouraged so you should firmly give up this bad habit. You are your friend's well wisher, confident and 
respect law. There will be a natural respect for you in music and literature. You respect traditional customs and follow 
fortune stars and lucky days. Normally your behavior is good. You will earn huge amount of money but your money goes 
on extravagance, lottery, betting and by relatives. You are fond of food and want others to join you on your house and eat 
with them, this brings you pleasure. Your friendship will be great with Gemini (Mithun), Taurus (Vrish), Virgo (Kanya), 
Capricorn (Makar) and Aquarius (Kumbh) people and their and yours behavior will be good too. Lucky days for you are 
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday and other days might be unlucky.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Your Character and Behavior

 You are a visionary and you fulfill majority of your dreams. You have an extra ordinary power 
of foreshadowing. There is a mysterious attraction present in you and that is you personal 
characteristics. You are very humble but your humbleness is an indicator of you serious contemplation. 
You can't explain your true form to others. People who are deceptive use your humbleness to their profit 
very easily. You are extremely sympathetic, shy and don't make contact with those who don't like to 
brag about their abilities. On special occasions, sometimes you seem limited and sometime distinct. You 
deceit and also you face deceit. You favor signals for facts visionary intervention for actual work and 
smile for laughing. It is difficult to understand your feelings. Drinking alone gives you strength. You are 
willing to sacrifice anything in the area of feelings. For weak, there is the place called sympathy present 
in your heart.

 You want to do important work and meet important people. Your principles are high but you 
turn your face from reality. In your brilliance, many works are left undone. You like mystery and you like 
trusted people you should accept the things the way they are. Your desire and imagination are not in 
the color. You should be determined in building your future otherwise you will consider ignorant. You 
cannot choice a correct set of friends. You should save yourself from being another's object. You are 
trustworthy but you wide your own abilities. You are always concerned and stubborn too. You should 
bear the misery of other's emotional distress. You should not become cheap. It is fruitful for you to stay 
alone rather than carrying the weight of others. You should make good use of abilities by joining an 
organization or institution. When you are determined, your loneliness ends. You should get rid of your 
duplex personality and the things the way they are so as to save yourself from self deceit. You vary your 
imagination in your imaginational world. If you take fantasy as fantasy there is nothing wrong. You want 
to look mysterious. You always present beautiful art work and are also creative. You are more firm than 
you think you are. There is an extreme ability of staying cheerful present in you. Love can heal your 
annoying part. You are an admirer of art expression. Your intuition power can understand most of the 
things very easily, which is difficult for materialistic people to understand.

 You can solve problems even without having mathematical knowledge. It is important for you 
to display creative and artistic side of yours otherwise you might suffer losses. Sympathy and 
cooperation are your distinct activities. You sometimes help the ill, orphans and the inept. You like to 
collect dancing and you like to sit at the beach. You don't trust social rules and traditions. If you use 
your abilities in a creative way then you can attain the highest spot. Pisces people can do anything for 
their partner, if trusted and loved. You like being lonely and being with your closed ones. You become 
unorganized when you live a public and crowded life. You can get into trouble by helping your friends. 
You are been in making the people standup who fall. You are not selfish but sometimes you don't like 
the person who behaves equally with others and sometimes your behavior becomes fickle and 
uncertain. You should think twice before helping others because you are not successful every time. You 
are emotional towards your situations and people. You don't like accepting social laws and restrictions. 
You should keep your feeling of self surrender to a low and should focus on satisfying yourself with 
others.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Your Childhood

 In your childhood you were beautiful, fragile, gentle and tender hearted. You should live in 
hot and summer areas because winters affect you badly. You should consume sweets and chilies in a 
low quantity. If you are directed right in your childhood then you will shine bright in the future. You 
should behave kindly with your family. You should be directed towards sports because your body is very 
tender and will stay like this if you are not excited towards playing sports. There will be troubles in your 
childhood due to which you have to face loss and disrespect.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Your Youth

 In your youth, you are sensitive known of the mental conditions; help the ones who are in 
need and are a conscious personality. Capricorn (Makar) can be your unique friends, you don't go well 
with Virgo (Kanya) people and Cancer (Kark) people will become your creative helper. You are 
imaginative towards the future. You are aware of the appropriate time and place. You are considered 
flashy lover, mysterious and introvert. You are critical and self manager. You are people's confidant 
dreamer but will make your dreams come true. You should increase your self confidence and should see 
the world in a factual way. Understanding yourself will be good for. You see wealth as a mysterious 
object. You are interested in it in flow and outflow you should make a budget go with it accordingly. You 
are supported with earnings from unexpected manner. Studying accounting will be beneficial for you. 
You are considered emotional but in reality you're stubborn. You are close to your father and you are not 
near to your mother. Towards your father your behavior is respectful with a sense of fear present.

 You are an idealistic when it comes to success. To become successful you look for a partner 
who is aware of your feelings and can help you in achieving your dreams. You are unable to define 
success. You should not wear the trouble of others. You adore Love poems and books are an important 
part of your life. You will achieve because you believe in yourself and your dreams. You should look at 
your imaginations and dreams in an actual way. Your Inner abilities will affect you more than your outer 
image. You look at other as an intellectual challenge. Sometimes your attention towards other becomes 
more sympathetic and that is why others will try to put pressure on you inappropriately. Youngsters of 
this horoscope are wiser than their actual age. After starting a work you want to finish it quickly. It is 
difficult for people to understand you but you are aware of your strength and yourself. You should study 
astrology and its related subject which will bring you efficiency in that area.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Your Livelihood

 In which area you will achieve success? That can only be determined by analyzing the 
positions of your planets deeply, but normally Pisces people are naturally attracted to art, music, poetry 
and writing and you can earn quite a livelihood from it. You are attracted towards mysteries and will be 
interested in language, investigation, Maritime or a creative head. Other means your livelihood might be 
from the field of detective, beauty expert, druggist (dealer in medicine) navy sergeant and a chairman 
of a museum, library and sanitary department. You can also be a capable dancer, chemist, driver, oil 
officer, photographer and shoemaker can also become your area. Other than that play, film, television 
film, beauty and extra sensitive products business are right up your alley. So these topics respective 
profession and business are related with your imaginations. You can also be a magician, writer, poet, 
critic, editor and an advertisement specialist. Literature affects you so you are keen towards publishing. 
People are impressed by your intuition powers so they ask for your opinion and help. Therefore 
astrology, palmistry and a statist will be beneficial for you. You can be a creator of night club and 
beautiful restaurant. You can give massive success in film industry. Import Export can also be beneficial 
for you. Your prime years would be 13 to 21 and 30 to 40 years.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Life Partner and Romantic Relation

 You are romantic nature wise. You love beauty and deformity or ugliness might also attract 
you. Someone is out of your reach and take sympathy from you. Love will come with responsibilities in 
your case and not comes with happiness all the time. Your life is not fully satisfied without love you 
always fail in picking the right person. People of opposite sex who are attracted to you are emotional 
and have a free nature. You will have a sense of nobleness and self-respect. You are romantic but are 
also a conscious lover. You will love only your sweet hearts. Your married life is not always pleasant. 
Physical relation is an important part in your life. Your thoughts are more than just physical relation, you 
want to stay in thoughtful romance, but you don't often get success because that makes you extremely 
romantic. You create an illusion that you have claimed everything because you have found love and 
because of that you make more mistakes than an average person. Physically you will be attracted to 
Cancer (Kark) and Virgo (Kanya) people; you can also marry a Virgo.

 Your approaches in love are meant for heart break and dream crushing. Physical relation may 
be imaginary for you. Without romance you love means nothing. You live sex and food. You want an 
intelligent partner, one who does not become a weight on you but becomes a helper but you are 
attracted to only those who are willing to become a weight on you. So, it is necessary for you to 
carefully select a partner. You are emotional in relations and love but if lay a base of practical 
foundation in your romance; it is beneficial for you and your partner. Your behavior will be duplex just 
like the Gemini (Mithun) people. You can love more than one person at the same time. You should not 
treat your dear like a customer but let them have the opportunity to give and present you something. 
You can live a much happier life by getting married rather than living alone however you don't consider 
pleasure as absolute. If you are in love, you can also get along with extremely furious people. If you 
don't focus much on self display and don't waste and don't waste your time on impressing others then 
you life can certainly be pleasing. Even if your partner is not loyal, you will still do anything for them. 
You can sacrifice all of yourself for the sake of your love. Your emotions will be dominant on your body. 
In brief, you are sexually oriented. You have some superior and specific abilities due to which your foes 
will also become impressed by you. That is why, after marriage there is a chance that other accidents in 
love might happen.

 You are keen to get married in an early age even when you don't know nothing about life but 
actually getting married at an early age will not become an obstacle for you, it'll make and keep you 
more excited than ever. You are a complete individualist in the matter of love and marriage. You love 
luxury but you shop to level low because of your pride. You have a great ability in attracting the 
opposite sex but you won't have to face many problems because of these relations. There is a chance 
that you might get married more than once and one of these marriages is going to bring you a lot of 
misery. Males and females who are born in this horoscope ascendant will lead a prosperous life and will 
have a rise in their fortune if they can get in touch with each other. Emotions and succulence is present 
in your love. Your arguments are extremely weak. According to modern age you should get married 
between 21 to 31 years and this will also be possible. When you turn 40, there will be a rising fear of 
your enemy whom you have to fight for the rest of your life. You will have an incredible thirst for money 
and you will consider yourself poor even when you have sufficient amount of money. You might get 
married or build a strong friendship with someone from the opposite sex in your youth. You might get 
married in these ages 16, 18, 19, 21 or 22. Pleasure of an offspring will be good for you. Your first 
offspring might get born when you are into the age of 22, 25, 27 or 32. You might be having a total of 
eight kids.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Disease and Distress

 You might have a trouble in your legs and back so you should not stay that in the same 
position for long. You should stay away from drugs and alcohol and should control your experiments. 
Shravan (5th month of the Hindu calendar) and Bhadrapada (6th month) will be generator of problems 
for your health. In your first year of age you might have a illness, five fear in 3rd, cholera in 7th, Pain in 
9th, 10th might be blood disease, will fall from a tree or any high place in 12th year, fear of snakes in 
16th year, disease in 19th, water phobia in 25th year and in 30 and 32 it is possible that you get cough 
disease. Years 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 14, 16, 19, 20, 23, 28, 40, 42, 44, 45, 50, 51, 54, 57 or 67 might be hard for 
your health. The disease you might get at the age of 23 will be the one that will bring the most misery. 
There is a possibility you might encounter arthritis, gout, skin disease, paralysis and other infectious 
disease. You might get into trouble because of sudden earnings of money. You might have to fight Real 
Estate related case. There is a chance that your household will be a place where a lot of accidents 
(sudden) will take place. You should give up drinking and use of other narcotic. You will create many 
situations so as to run out of the house when you are young. There is a chance you will marry more than 
once and one of these marriage will bring you lot of misery which you will have to bear.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Pisces Females

 Your eyes are filled with invitation and sentimentality. Sympathy and kindness are first and 
foremost. Males who contact you should not cover the truth because you love truth and despise lies. You 
are a poet and warrior hand to hand. You can change according to the situation. You have an incredible 
ability to read a person. If your trust is won, you can become an ideal partner. You feel terrible when you 
are not able to grab the attention of your husband over some matter. You like dancing and acting. Most 
of the cine starlets are from this horoscope ascendant. Your body is tall, angular, fair complexion and 
you have a rude behavior so you might sound as arrogant women. In your youth mental impression, 
inclined and declined and also your behavior will deteriorates. You will have more sisters than brothers.

 You will travel a lot and will earn money from it. Your genuine friends are very less. You might 
have to face a big problem because of a secret enemy or a backstabbing close friend. Your fortune will 
start rising from age 16 and 18 years, 22 to 27 years will be most important. Business will progress on 
the age 42 to 52. Solar months like Jyesth (third month of Hindu calendar), Ashwin (seventh month) and 
Kartik (eighth month) will be lucky for you. Blue and purple are your lucky colors. Wednesday and Friday 
are your lucky days. Western months June, October and November will be lucky. If you are born on a 
Tuesday or Saturday, you can become a successful wrestler or a soldier. You will start you own business 
at the age of 24 and might generate money from it.
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RAHUL SHARMA
SadeSati Report

Shani Sadesati Details

 

Sadesati is CURRENTLY RUNNING for this Chart. As of 05-02-2018 00:28:12

 

As the Birth Chandra is in Rashi CAPRICORN  & Number 10 AND Saturn Currently is in 
Rashi SAGITTARIUS  & Number 9. Currently you are in First Dhaiyya.

 

About Shani Sadesati

Shani Sade Sati period is divided in to 3 phases: Phase 1 is called Rising, Phase 2 is called 
Peak and Phase 3 is called Setting. Sade Sati gives maximum results during its peak. All the Three 
phases are called Dhaiyas of 2.5 years each adding to 7.5 years in total and called as SadeSati of 
7.5 years.
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Your SadeSati Spans for 100 years

Rashi Start Date End Date

AQUARIUS KUMBHA 05-03-1993 01-06-1995

SAGITTARIUS DHANU 26-01-2017 23-01-2020

CAPRICORN MAKARA 23-01-2020 28-04-2022

AQUARIUS KUMBHA 28-04-2022 29-03-2025

SAGITTARIUS DHANU 07-12-2046 06-03-2049

CAPRICORN MAKARA 06-03-2049 24-02-2052

AQUARIUS KUMBHA 24-02-2052 14-05-2054

SAGITTARIUS DHANU 16-01-2076 14-01-2079

CAPRICORN MAKARA 14-01-2079 11-04-2081

AQUARIUS KUMBHA 11-04-2081 19-03-2084

 

RED Red Rows Indicate the Middle Dhaiyya, which is considered 
as most Effective (either Positive or Negative).

 
Note : These Dates are indicative and may vary for 2-3 days. These Dates are Starting from 
Date of Birth and till 2099, irrespective of the Age Calculations or Vinshottari Durations etc.
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About Planet Shani (Saturn)
Saturn , its Justice power and executing deed yield (karmfal) Nature, has the biggest fear 

among people when it comes to the nine planets but people who were once afraid are becoming 
more aware as they now know the basic knowledge about astronomical planets. Thus, the more they 
know about the true information of Saturn's 7 ½ (7.5) period, the more they will come to know the 
truth. Knowing about Saturn and its 7 ½ (7.5) period not only will be interesting but also will Excel 
these knowledge. Often Saturn's 7 ½ (7.5) period is treated as a bad phenomenon whether it's a 7 ½ 
(7.5) period of ‘Gochar’ or the 2 ½ dhaiyya period but in reality it is not like that at all. Normally, 
people get afraid when hearing the word ‘Sade Sati’ (seven and half) this is because there are many 
misconceptions and hoaxes about Saturn.

Generally, Saturn is considered a planet which brings punishment is ruthless and an angry 
planet which leads to people running from Saturn 7 ½ (7.5) period or 2 ½ (2.5) period. Human life is 
filled with sorrow and happiness, that is why there is no need to fear the 7 ½ (7.5) period. Saturn 
always gives us bad or good results according to our karma. Just like Lord Shiva who at one time is 
ferocious and is merciful the other time, Saturn is also merciful. In Modern Times, Saturn is 
considered so fearsome and dangerous that we people don't even hang his photo on our walls and no 
sculpture would make his effigy. On a macro level these perceptions are as same as all the snake 
species considered venomous. Whereas except some species, most snake species are not as 
venomous as they are named.

Likewise the ‘mahadasha’ or the ‘sadesaati’ awares us about the goodand the bad results 
to be received in future and that can be ascertained by the position of Saturn in the birth horoscope. 
It is not necessary that it has to be a negative result, any condition of the planets gives two results 
always. First is Vimshottari, Mahadasha or Antardasha under which the person for his or her lifetime 
has to bear the mahadasha or antardasha of a Planet according to his or her previous karmas if there 
is a situation where the horoscope should the mahadasha of the good and useful planets then he or 
she will continue to receive good news in that duration second condition is of gotcha transit planets 
the planets also healed either good or bad results by gochari mean that the situation in which the 
current planet are in from the from the coaches we can determine our future Karma and the result 
according to them Sade Sati is an advanced method of studying horoscope and its prediction and that 
is why we are talking about actually talking about the transit state of planet Saturn.
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About Shani Sadesati
Every planet rotates around the astronomical planets with a limited speed. There are a 

total of 12 zodiac sign in Zodiac and complete Zodiac is divided into 360 parts. Like this, every Zodiac 
Sign has 30 parts. The timeline in which these 30 parts are beard is called bearing the zodiac. But not 
all planet have the same speed. Some planets are fast some are not. For example, moon takes only 
56 hours to bear one zodiac sign where as Saturn is famous for its slow speed takes a long period of 
30 months to complete a circle of 1 zodiac sign. Likewise, other planets takes either less or more time 
to complete zodiac sign.

Moon is a factor Planet of the mind and is considered important like the ascendant. In the 
nine planets moon is hailed as the most important however according to science it's a secondary 
planet, so moon has become a practical planet when it was named the secondary ascendant in Indian 
Astrology. Hence, there is a rule according to the gochar method that while visiting the gochar 
methods it is known that at the 12th, 1st or 2nd place from the Moon there is a sinful planet, it is 
likely that the person's mind and brain will be affected by it. The schedule of that person is 
disorganised. Success at work will be achieved at a delay or with the same of obstacle. There is 
Resistance against your loved ones. Frequent health issues in childhood are present. Having bad or 
Sinister effects on either moon or mind leads the person not to take soulful decisions and because of 
that even a smallest of problem looks like a mountain.

Saturn is the predominant planet of Sin, so, when this planets enters from the phase of 
moon zodiac (The zodiac sign where moon is located to ) to the 12th position, moon’s own 1st Zodiac 
or from Moon to 2nd Zodiac then this saturn affects both the moon and the mind of that person. 
When this kind of situation arises in the gochar, it is known as Saturn seven and half Sadesaati this is 
called Sadesati because Saturn Stays on a Zodiac for a duration of 30 months i.e 2.5 years. Like this, 
in 3 zodiac, it is 90 months i.e. 7 years, 6 months or 7 and a half years. Thus, in simple words the 
seven and half years are known as Sadesaati.
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Immunity & Exceptions of Shani SadeSati

Why some people are Immune to Saturn’s SadeSati or Dhaiya?
Some curious people who are interested in astrology always ask that Does Saturn 

Sadhesaati (seven and half) or Dhaiya (two and a half) affects everyone in the same manner? The 
answer is 'NO'; because every person''s personalities are distinct, that is why every person will have 
different thinking and their way of doing things will be always different from others.

You must have seen that some people choke under the smallest of pressure and some 
keep themselves calm even in the difficulty of situations. This all depends on the perception of life 
viewed differently by different kinds of people. As a result, these factors plays out a lot in the saturn’s 
SadheSati. On thinking capabilities are different because we are affected by our self-proponent planet 
and behave according to the behaviour of our self proponent planets.

Our whole life whether it is our position in the society, our behaviour, our financial 
prosperity, etc. Everything is affected by herself proponent planets. Because these planets plays an 
important role in our life, these self proponent planet will also affect the Sadhesaati and Dahiya of 
Saturn. There should be no doubt about it. A person who is an optimist and is loyal towards his or her 
work. The effect of SadeSaati will always be different from that person who is fatalyst and lazy.

Similarly, those who over-exaggerate even the smallest details will have a negative 
Outlook towards the sadhesaati. And that person who can absorb his/her problems as well as 
happiness, he/she will not look unaffected from the sadesati.
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Effects & Results Shani SadeSati

Details
As explained before when Saturn passes through Moon Zodiac to 12th, 1st and 2nd Zodiac 

then it affects the person as Sadhesaati because Saturn stays for two and a half years in one Zodiac 
sign. So the whole period of Sade Sati becomes longer. But that doesnt mean that the person has to 
face problems for the full 7 years and 6 months. Some of the time of Sadhesaati will be cruel, some 
will be normal and some are times where the person gains extra prosperity apart from is already 
owned possessions.

From a basic point of view, this whole period has been divided into 4 parts and they are as 
follows :

1. First 16 months  : Sudden obstacles, increase in Rivals, death of any elderly in your 
family (these are the possibilities but if there are already a Maha Dasha  or Antar Dasha  of a Benefic 
Planet then this phase becomes Null .

2. Second 25 months  : Even with all the problems, there are some profitable situations 
someone comes to help also help comes from the down part of the society.

3. Third 9 months  : Some health related problems may arise, feelings of detachment 
may also arise towards family. Possibility of Travel and Stay far from home during this Period 
increases a lot.

4. Fourth 30 months  : You might get possessions that are permanent, help will come 
from friends and relatives.

In the statements mentioned above, the good and bad results of Sadhesaati has been 
explained on a gross level. There can be many changes depending on the favourable or unfavourable 
position of Saturn in the birth horoscope. The detailed assessment of the sadhesaati can only be done 
by deeply studying the birth horoscope or by Palm Lines. If there is no sign that sadhesaati will bring 
something bad. Then, it can be said that no big problem will come in future and there is any 
indication that sadhesaati will be bad then the birth horoscope and palm lines will show sign of it.

Other than Saturn’s seven and a half being important in Gochar (transit), Jupiter and Rahu 
also affects the Gochar (transit) cycle. calculations of Vimshottari Mahadasha and Antardashas are 
also important. If there is a mahadasha of the proponent planet, then the bad effect of Sade Sati 
lessens or not, that depends. Other than this, if there is a powerful performation of saturn in the 
Gochar then also Sadhesaati will not harm much. You should consult an expert astrologer for 
calculating and assessment of sadhesaati.
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Effects of Shani SadeSati on Human Body

Sadesati and Human Body
First 16 months of Sadhesaati are bad because in that time segment Saturn lives on the 

eyes and brain of person. Saturn affects the brain and the decision making ability of a person, so that 
person harm itself. This is the beginning of the problems. Mouth, throat, heart and abdomen does not 
affect the thinking of a person that much and thats why these part are not much or mildly affected by 
the sadhesaati.

Saturn`s aspects on Human Body Parts.

BODY PART TIME PERIOD

Brain 07 Months

Eyes 09 Months

Mouth 08 Months

Throat 06 Months

Heart 10 Months

Abdomen 11 Months

Navel 05 Months

Anus 04 Months

Thighs 12 Months

Knees 13 Months

Feet 05 Months

When Saturn is on the navel or anus or any other body part then that person is afraid by 
the near ones. Any relative or friend will behave rudely with the affected person. When Saturn is in 
the mouth then the Jhataka person has to talk very politely. He/She should never speak derogatory 
when provoked. When saturn is on the knees or feet, its affects is minimum because that is the time 
when saturn goes out. Generally you get good results in this Last patch of SadeSati period.
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Remedies Shani SadeSati

Shastriya Remedies
• Early morning after worshipping Lord Shiva sit under a peepal tree and recite the ODE to 

Shanidev. In a row Lassi, put some black sesame seeds and pour it into the roots of peepal tree and 
in the evening light a Diya and pray for peace you will definitely get comfort it.

• On a Saturday, make 2 square shaped chapatis spread on with mustard oil and spread 
another with Desi ghee, make the dogs eat mustard oil one and cow the ghee one. this will help you 
lot.

• On any Saturday make either kachori or 'bade' with kidney bean in odd numbers (1, 3, 5, 
7, 9, 11) and offer them to beggars and people suffering from leprosy.

• Offer a blanket to any person in need at night. Saturn will be pleased.
• Take 23 Almonds and wrap it around of cloth made from Naag Kesar (Mesua Ferrea) put it 

in a southern direction in a house and in a dark room. Saturn would be pleased.
• Offer anything to a beggar comes to your doorstep an from this shani (Saturn) would be 

very pleased.
• Saturn is very pleased when you gift a cloth to a handicapped person of their liking.
• On a Saturday, clean your floor with salt mixed water and from this problems raised by 

Saturn fades away.
• Every Saturday, Clean every room of your house and throw the garbage out that would 

be pleased.
• Stay away from non veg and alcohol. Dont Lie and take care of those who help you and 

gift them according to their need on any Saturday.
• Offer oil, sesame seeds in a shanidev (Saturn) temple. When you come home on 

Saturday. Fill a bowel with oil and look at your face''s mirror image/ shadow and offer that oil. This is 
known as Shadow offering method.

• Gift clothes to saints.
• A black thread,19 arm length long wear it on your waist or your neck.
• On Saturday, light a diya of jasmine oil and offer ghee or vermilion.
• On every first Saturday of every month bathing with medicine or herbs related to Saturn 

would be very beneficial. Following are the items :- fennel, khinreti logh, khus, benzyl, Soorma, 
Dhamni black sesame, gum, shatkusum, khilla, Mix everything into the water for a night. Filtrate it in 
the saturday morning and bath with it.

• Take a coconut filled with water, take its jute out, make three looks in it and take the 
water out. After that take some black gram or millet flour cook it until it gets brown with desi ghee 
and mix sugar and fill it in the coconut. Then put it outside of the town under a peepal tree or Sammi 
(khejdi) tree bury it so that no animal take it out. This should be done in every 1.25 years during the 
sadhesaati ( 6 times in the count ), 2 times in Dhaiya ( two and a half) 2 times in kantak shani and in 
every 2 times in gochar of Saturn, this will make the shanidev calm.
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Remedies Shani SadeSati

Shastriya Remedies - II
• On a Saturday, make 2 square shaped chapatis spread on with mustard oil and spread 

another with Desi ghee, make the dogs eat mustard oil one and cow the ghee one. this will help you 
lot.

• On any Saturday make either kachori or ‘bade’ with kidney bean in odd numbers (1, 3, 5, 
7, 9, 11) and offer them to beggars and people suffering from leprosy.

• Offer a blanket to any person in need at night. Saturn will be pleased.
• Take 23 Almonds and wrap it around of cloth made from Naag Kesar; put it in a southern 

direction in a house and in a dark room. Saturn would be pleased.
• Offer anything to a beggar comes to your doorstep an from this shani (Saturn) would be 

very pleased.
• Saturn is very pleased when you gift a cloth to a handicapped person of their liking.
• On a Saturday, clean your floor with salt mixed water and from this problems raised by 

Saturn fades away.
• Every Saturday, Clean every room of your house and throw the garbage out that would 

be pleased.
• Stay away from non veg and alcohol. Dont Lie and take care of those who help you and 

gift them according to their need on any Saturday.
• Offer oil, sesame seeds in a shanidev (Saturn) temple. When you come home on 

Saturday. Fill a bowel with oil and look at your face`s mirror image/ shadow and offer that oil. This is 
known as Shadow offering method.

• Gift clothes to saints.
• A black thread,19 arm length long wear it on your waist or your neck.
• On Saturday, light a diya of jasmine oil and offer ghee or vermilion.
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Remedies Shani SadeSati

Lal Kitab Remedies
1. Wear a ring made from horse shoe of a black horse, on a Saturday.
2. In front of your Ishtadev (your main family god) for a peepal tree light a diya.
3. The fact of your bed (all four of them) plant a nail of iron.
4. Pet a black coloured dog or feed a Black Dog every day
5. Wear a dashmukhi (10 faced), gyarah Mukhi (11 faced) Barah Mukhi (12 faced) sealed in 

mantra by a pundit.
6. Place a Shani yantra in front of main door or in the place of worship.
7. Dont give sweets on your birthday. Salty things would be nice
8. Things related to Saturn like black gram, mustard oil, sesame seeds, weaver things 

made from iron black clothes and Soorma should be gifted.
9. Put some sugar and black sesame for insects.
10. Dont buy anything related to Saturn on Saturday and dont take them as a gift on 

Saturday too.
11. Dont use cigarette and alcohol.
12. On a Saturday take 7 almonds and black gram and put them on your worship place.
13. On Saturday, grind some black grams, make small dough from it and feed them to fish.
14. Give gift or donation to people in evening or make chapati in your home and feed it to 

cows.
15. Give some of your food to crows.
16. Bury vermilion or black Soorma.
17. Pour water on banyan tree and put some of the mud on your forehead.
18. Dont be jealous.
19. Anything borrowed from any friend, relative etc. should be returned.
20. Dont become greedy for anything money or property.
21. Feed bananas to monkey on Saturday.
22. Accept your guilt over your fault, dont make anyone said even by mistake and talk with 

everyone kindly.
23. Food made from mustard oil and fed to a Brahmin ( a high Class saint) will bring 

pleasure in Saturn. you must do this in on a Saturday.
24. Shed alcohol in water.
25. Dont take milk or anything else ‘made from milk’ at night.
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Remedies Shani SadeSati

Lal Kitab Remedies - II
26. Light a Diya of mustard oil in front of a babool (Acacia) tree.
27. Do the Shraada (memorial) of your father or paternal ancestors.
28. Worshipping Mahakali will bring you prosperity.
29. On the house hold of your house sprinkle a mixture of Cow`s urine, Gangajal (holy 

water) and milk on day and night.
30. Bury a container made of either iron or mud filled with oil.
31. Dont buy leather on Saturday, always feed the blind and leprosy stricken people.
32. Dont wear new clothes on Saturday and dont start any new business on Saturday.
33. Donate wood to the cremation ground on Saturday.
34. Conduct a Yagya and recital of Shani mantra for a 1.25 lakh times by experienced and 

respected brahmins.
35. Conduct a Yagya done by brahmins and in that, do a recital of Sri Durga saptasati and 

shat Chandi.
36. Worship Lord Shiva every morning every day, and in the morning meditate with Lord 

Shiva in mind and try to accept his blessings in positive energy.
37. Dont take free service from cleaners and try paying the wages according to their work, 

Saturn becomes impressed.
Note : Consult the Red Book Remedies with a Red Book expert or Astrologer, Saturn Sade 

Sati or Saturn mahadasha can be lessened from these 36-37 methods.
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Shani Dhaiya

Saturn`s two and a Half (Shani ki Dhaiya)
Saturn`s transition when enters the horoscope for two and a half years, it is known as 

Shani ki Dhaiya Dhaiya means 2 years and 6 months also known as two and a half years. Like 
Sadesaati dhaiya comes upon every Zodiac signs. When Shani Dev is on 4th or 8th position of any 
Zodiac, then Dhaiya prevails till the Shanidev moves forward from those positions.

Remedies
In Dhaiya, the moon who is the base planet of our Zodiac suffered due to Shani (Saturn). 

The black colour of saturn covers the white surface of moon. Moon begins to fall and to receive its 
strength we have to take some steps for peace. Because of the White colored moon, take a white 
cloth of half metre and make the 33rd yantra of Saturn with the use of Kajal and then take a dry 
coconut with no water in it wrap that Kajal and put that on the yantra. Then take it down from your 
body For 7 times, then pray to Saturn for Mercy and shed that cloth in which that coconut is wrapped 
into a place like like pond or where there is a lot of water. Do it on 3 shanichara Amavasya (New 
Moon for 3 times). Do it on every shnehari amavasya during the period of Dhaiya.

33 Yantra

12 7 14

13 11 9

8 15 10

For calming Dhaiya in the duration of two and a half years anyone who is going through 
this phase and who is above 15 years of age then he himself should recite the tantrik Mantra

|| Nilanjan samabhasam raviputram yamagrajam chaya martand sambhutam tam namami 
shainshcharam ||

23000 times under 23 days. This should be done on a continual basis 10 Rosary a day. 
Rudraksha Rosary should be used and try doing for a straight 23 days, the goal of 23000 mantras will 
be completed. There must be no disturbance while worshipping/recital. Continual recital should be 
done in one place and 10 rosaries should be done in one time (One sitting). During the mantra recital 
you should live a life for a of a Brahmachari, sleep on the floor with just a mat and should eat only 
pure satvik food (a food with no onion, garlic etc.)
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